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S
ingle-walled carbon nanotube
(SWCNT) network films have been in-
tensively studied for the development

of alternative transparent conductive elec-

trodes due to the excellent electrical prop-

erties and flexibility of SWCNT networks and

their solution processability under ambient

conditions.1�9 The conductivity of SWCNT

films depends on several intrinsic and ex-

trinsic properties of the nanotubes, includ-

ing purity, the volume fraction of metallic

versus semiconducting nanotubes, and the

doping level of the semiconducting

tubes.10�14 In addition, the geometry of the

bundles that form the network substantially

influences the network conductivity.15�18

The conductivity of SWCNT films may be

manipulated by acid treatment of

surfactant-assisted SWCNT films.19 Elec-

trode applications in devices such as touch

panels, organic light-emitting diodes, solar

cells, and displays require passivation of the

SWCNT films by a top coating process us-

ing organic or inorganic materials that in-

hibit nanotube oxidation or adsorption of

water molecules when the network is ex-

posed to high temperatures or humidity.

Passivation by a top coating significantly

improves the environmental stability of the

films.20�23 However, the importance of the

wetting properties of top coating materials

was not recognized. Control of these prop-

erties is crucial for minimizing the sheet re-

sistance increased by the top coating with

an insulating material. The interfacial ten-

sion between the SWCNT network and the

top coating material can influence the po-

rosity of the film, the packing density of the

carbon nanotubes (CNTs), and the junction

resistance across SWCNT bundles, which are

important parameters for the DC conductiv-
ity of the SWCNT films.15

The stability of the conductivity of
SWCNT network films at high tempera-
tures, beyond 100 °C, is an important prop-
erty of SWCNT films on flexible substrates
for electrode applications because elec-
trodes may be exposed to high tempera-
tures during the assembly process. There-
fore, the thermal expansion of the substrate
has to be compatible with that of the
SWCNT network film. Deformation of
SWCNT networks occurs after heating and
cooling processes if the coefficients of ther-
mal expansion (CTE) for the SWCNT net-
work film and the flexible substrate are not
matched. Previous reports showed that mis-
match between the CTE of the matrix and
CNT network in CNT/polymer composites
induced thermal residual radial stress and
deformation along the nanotubes when the
polymer was cooled from its melt.24,25 De-
formation of the SWCNTs that interacted
with the substrate affected the intrinsic con-
ductivity of the SWCNT network or the junc-
tion resistance of the network film.26�31
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ABSTRACT We have characterized the previously undescribed parameters for engineering the electrical

properties of single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) films for technological applications. First, the interfacial

tension between bare SWCNT network films and a top coating passivation material was shown to dictate the

variability of the films’ sheet resistance (Rs) after application of the top coating. Second, the electrical stability of

the coated SWCNT films was affected by the mismatch between the CTE of the supporting substrate and the SWCNT

network film. An upshift in the Raman G-band spectrum of SWCNTs on bare PET suggested that compressive

strain was induced by the CTE mismatch after heating and cooling. These findings provide important guidelines

for the choice of substrate and passivation coating materials that promote environmental stability in SWCNT-based

transparent conductive films.
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Therefore, elucidating the effect of the interfacial ten-

sion between SWCNTs and top coating materials, and

the CTE mismatch between SWCNTs and their sub-

strates on the conductivity of the SWCNT network film,

are critical for the success of applications. Until now,

these parameters have not been intensively considered

with respect to enhancing the performance and ther-

mal stability of SWCNT-based TCFs on flexible

substrates.

Here, we describe several factors that are keys to

the fabrication of highly conductive thermally stable

SWCNT films on flexible substrates. Notably, this study

suggests that controlling the interfacial tension be-

tween the SWCNT network films and the top coating

material permits tuning of the electrical conductivity of

SWCNT films. Silane sols with varying surface tensions

were used as the top coating material on SWCNT films.

Moreover, it was found that the doping process not

only controlled the electronic structure of the SWCNTs,

but also manipulated the surface tension of the SWCNT

surface. This study also demonstrated that the compres-

sive strain of SWCNTs induced by the difference in CTE

between SWCNTs and the flexible substrate with high

thermal expansion behavior led to an increase in the

sheet resistance after heating and cooling.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Unusual Decrease in the Sheet Resistance of SWCNT Films by

Application of a Top Coating. SWCNT films were prepared
by air spraying from an aqueous dispersion of arc-
SWCNTs (purchased from Nano Solutions, Korea) aided
by sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate on selected sub-
strates: polyethylene terephthalate (PET), hard-coated
PET, and glass treated with phenyltrimethoxysilane
(PTMS) for effective adhesion of the SWCNTs. Figure 1
shows a plot of the sheet resistance (Rs) versus transmit-
tance and a typical photograph of the SWCNT films on

bare PET. The films had porous structures on the scale
of tens of nanometers. SWCNT films with 90% transmit-
tance and 274 �/sq sheet resistance were used for top
coating tests. Sheet resistance and transmittance are re-
lated by3

where �DC and �Op are the DC and optical conductivi-
ties, respectively.

Eq 1, combined with the values for Rs and T, im-
plied a value of �DC/�Op � 13. This value was compa-
rable to the best performance reported for pristine
SWCNT network films, even though thermally treated
arc-SWCNTs were used here.32,33

The conductivity, �DC, of the disordered nanotube
films depends on the number density of the network
junctions, Nj, which in turn scales with the network mor-
phology though the film fill-factor, Vf, the mean diam-
eter, �D�, of the bundles, and the mean junction resis-
tance, �RJ�,15�18

Here, K is the proportionality factor that scales with
the bundle length. Therefore, changes in �RJ� and Vf

via application of a top coating may be influenced by
the wetting properties of the SWCNT films. Top coatings
composed of insulating materials would be expected
to increase the sheet resistance of the film due to in-
creased probe contact resistance and junction resis-
tance, as plotted in Figure 1 (dotted blue line). Impor-
tantly, the conductivity of the SWCNT network films
depends significantly on the porosity of the film and
the junction resistance. We therefore presumed that if
the packing density of the porous SWCNT network were
increased, and RJ were decreased by controlling the in-
terfacial tension between nanotube bundles and top
coating materials, then the conductivity of the film
would increase. The magnitude of the interfacial ten-
sion is determined primarily by the disparity between
the polarities of the two phases. The greater the polar-
ity difference, the greater the interfacial tension.34,35

Thus, to increase the surface energy of the SWCNT with-
out introducing defect sites, AuCl3 dissolved in ethanol
was deposited on the pristine SWCNT films. After dop-
ing, the sheet resistance and transmittance of the film
were measured to be 139 �/sq and 90%, respectively.
These properties corresponded to a value of �DC/�Op �

25, which was similar to that reported previously.33

The water contact angle of the film decreased from
106° to 49°, as shown in Figure 2A, implying that the
high surface energy of the film was realized by Au
doping.

Two top coating materials, a tetraorthosilicate
(TEOS) sol with silanol groups and methyltrimethoxysi-

Figure 1. Transmittance (550 nm) as a function of sheet re-
sistance for bare SWCNT thin films. The inset shows a scan-
ning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a bare SWCNT film.
The dotted red line was fit to eq 1, consistent with a �DC/
�Op value of 12.7. Inset plot: Transmittance versus sheet re-
sistance data plotted to emphasize the goodness of fit to eq
1. The inset shows a typical SEM image of a bare SWCNT
film.
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lane (MTMS) sol with hydrophobic methyl groups, were
applied to the bare SWCNT films to control the interfa-
cial tension. The sol solution (solid content 17 wt %) was
prepared as described previously.36 The dilution sol-
vent was exchanged with DMF to remove water intro-
duced initially to hydrolyze the silane precursor, which
permits long-term storage. The diluted sol solution (0.2
wt % by solid content) was coated onto the bare
SWCNT films by air spraying. The thickness of the top
coating layer was controlled by the number of spray ap-
plications. When applied to Si wafers, the thickness in-
creased linearly by 2 nm after each spray application.
However, it was difficult to estimate the exact top coat-
ing layer thickness on SWCNT films because the silane
sols filled the pore structures of the film. Figure 2B
shows the sheet resistance of the SWCNT films as a
function of the number of top coating spray applica-
tions. In the undoped system, the sheet resistance of
the film top-coated with the MTMS sol gradually in-
creased until saturation as the top coating layer thick-
ness increased. The sheet resistance of the film coated
with the TEOS sol unexpectedly decreased to less than
80% of the sheet resistance of the bare SWCNT film (Rs

�208 �/sq at 90% transparency), despite the insulating
characteristics of SiO2. These values corresponded to a
�DC/�Op � 16.6. We note that these ratios were higher
than the ratio of the best film produced to date without
post treatment (such as acid treatment), even after ap-
plication of an insulating top coating material. More-
over, this ratio was even larger than that (�DC/�Op � 15)
of SWCNT/poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(sty-
rene sulfonate) composite films prepared by the
vacuum filtration method.37 The large disparity in sheet
resistance values for the MTMS and TEOS sol top coat-
ings decreased upon modification of the bare SWCNT
films with dopant molecules (Au	), as shown in Figure
2B. The sheet resistance of the doped SWCNT films,
after 5 spray applications of the TEOS sol coating, in-
creased, then slightly decreased after 40 coating appli-
cations. Moreover, the MTMS sol did not trigger the dra-
matic increase in Rs due to the increased surface tension
of the doped SWCNT network film. These results im-
plied that the wettability of the silane sol coating ap-
plied to the SWCNT surface influenced the network
morphology.

The sheet resistance changes of the SWCNT film
after successive applications of the top coating may be
understood by considering the surface tension of the
components (nanotubes and silane sols). Previously,
Dujardin et al.38,39 reported that the critical surface ten-
sion for CNTs fell within the interval 40�80 mN/m, and
the cutoff value that corresponded to cos 
 � zero,
�max, fell within the interval 130�170 mN/m. Liquids
with � � �C yielded complete wetting upon formation
of a thin film. For �C � � � �max, partial wetting of the
liquid occurred. The liquid did not wet the surface for �

� �max. SWCNTs, therefore, may be wetted by most

polymer materials with surface tensions that fall in the

interval 30�50 mN/m. Randomly oriented SWCNT net-

work films include a large number of nanotube junc-

tions. Such crossover sites attract polymeric materials

via capillary effects.39 On the other hand, the surface

tension of the MTMS sol was less than 30 mN/m,40 and

that of the TEOS sol was around 170 mN/m.41 Therefore,

the MTMS sol was expected to easily wet the SWCNT

surface and penetrate into the network junctions,

whereas the TEOS sol, with its high surface tension,

was expected not to wet or to only partially wet the

nanotube surfaces. Figure 3 shows representative SEM

images of the surfaces of top-coated SWCNT films. Un-

doped SWCNT bundles were found to be fully covered

by the MTMS sol and partially covered by the TEOS sol,

as indicated by the dotted line in Figure 3B. Further-

more, the network films coated with the TEOS sol were

less porous than films coated with the MTMS sol, even

after 5 spray applications. The porosity indicated that

the MTMS sol fully coated the SWCNT bundles by van

der Waals forces, thereby increasing the junction resis-

tance, whereas the TEOS sol filled much of the network

free volume (interstices) without penetrating the junc-

tions. It is worth noting that the nonwetting properties

of the TEOS sol may have resulted in densification of the

SWCNT bundle network structure due to the geometri-

Figure 2. (A) Water contact angles on undoped SWCNT and doped
SWCNT films. (B) Sheet resistance as a function of top coating times
after baking at 80 °C for 1 h; black and red lines indicate the undoped
and doped SWCNT films, respectively. (C) Cross-sectional view of the
SWCNT bundles schematically shows the forces at work on the bundle
after application of the top coating. (I): Model I, in which individual
SWCNT bundles are affected by the top coating. (II): Model II, in which
the interbundle distance is affected by the interfacial tension be-
tween the SWNCT surface and the top coating material.
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cal constraints of the TEOS sol on the nanotube bundle

surfaces. This, in turn, may have caused the unusual de-

crease in the sheet resistance. Doping with gold ions

decreased the interfacial tension between nanotube

bundles and the TEOS sol, whereas the interfacial ten-

sion between nanotube bundles and the MTMS sol in-

creased. Formation of a complete TEOS sol coating in

the doped system required only five spray applications

due to the hydrophilic characteristic of the doped

SWCNT film surface (Figure 3D). Dopants are usually

used to control the electronic structure of semiconduct-

ing nanotubes. Our results demonstrated that dopants

not only induced charge transfer, but also controlled

the surface energy by minimizing the interfacial energy

difference between nanotubes and top coating materi-

als without damaging the nanotube structures.

RJ in eq 2 is composed of the contact resistance be-

tween the bundles RC, the resistance network associ-

ated with charge transport across the bundle RB, and

the resistor network associated with transport across

the full diameter of the bundle RD. We suggest possible

methods for varying RJ using top coatings with insulat-

ing materials, as shown in Figure 2C. A high interfacial

tension between hydrophobic SWCNTs and hydrophilic

TEOS sol may have decreased RB, RC, and RD because

the van der Waals forces between SWCNTs were much

larger than the interaction forces between SWCNTs and

the TEOS sol. On the other hand, the affinity of the

MTMS sol for the hydrophobic SWCNT surface led to in-

creases in RB and RC (model II), although RD may not

have been affected by the MTMS sol due to the strong

van der Waals forces between individual SWCNTs

(model I).

Compressive Strain Induced an Increase in the Sheet

Resistance. Recently, Ozel et al. reported that a disparity

between the CTE of the substrate and the CTE of

aligned SWCNTs grown by chemical vapor deposition

on a single quartz crystal caused compressive stresses.25

However, the importance of matching the CTEs of the

SWCNTs and the substrate has not been recognized for

TCF applications. The linear CTE is an order of magni-

tude smaller in SWCNTs ((1�7) � 10�6 K�1) than in ther-

moplastic polymers ((1�10) � 10�5 K�1).42 Therefore,

the CTE mismatch between nanotube networks and

plastic substrates will be significant when the polymer

substrate is cooled after heating, inducing substantial

deformations in the SWCNT network that is in direct van

der Waals contact with the polymer substrate and lead-

ing to variations in the electronic structure of SWCNTs.

The strain can cause small gap openings in the elec-

Figure 3. SEM images of (A and B) undoped SWCNT films and (C and D) doped SWCNT films after 5 spray applications of
top coatings of (A and C) MTMS sol; (B and D) TEOS sol. The dotted circle in panel B indicates the TEOS sol-rich region.

Figure 4. Sheet resistance changes of (A) undoped and (B) doped
SWCNT films coated with silane sols after heating at 130 °C for 1 h.
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tronic density of states in metallic SWCNTs under vary-
ing magnitudes of uniaxial strain.31 Previous studies
have shown that the electronic band gaps of semicon-
ducting SWCNTs could be altered by mechanical
stress.29 The sign and magnitude of the band gap
changes due to strain depend on the chiral angle.29,43

Furthermore, Ni et al. recently reported that the band
gap in graphene could be opened by applying uniaxial
strain on graphene deposited on PET substrates.44 Pre-
vious experimental and theoretical reports showed that
the G-band phonon energy of SWCNTs increased un-
der tensile strain or decreased under compressive
strain, and this energy was sensitive to the electronic
properties of SWCNTs.43�48 Therefore, we presumed
that the CTE mismatch between the SWCNT film and
the substrate caused the increase in Rs after thermal sta-
bility tests at 130 °C.

The stability of film conductivity was estimated by
fabricating SWCNT films on bare PET at 130 °C, fol-
lowed by cooling over a period of 1 h. Interestingly,
the sheet resistance of the bare SWCNTs and the MTMS-
coated SWCNT films on PET substrates increased by
40% relative to the initial values, even in doped films,
as shown in Figure 4. To illustrate this CTE mismatch ef-
fect, we compared the sheet resistance changes of
SWCNT films fabricated on bare PET, hard-coated PET,
and glass substrates, all of which displayed different
thermal expansion properties. As shown in Figure 5, the
sheet resistance increase was suppressed in bare
SWCNT films on hard-coated PET and glass, which both
presented small degrees of thermal expansion at 130
°C, relative to the sheet resistance increase of SWCNT
films on bare PET. These results imply that the thermal
stability of SWCNT-based films was enhanced through
the use of flexible substrates coated with hard coating
materials that were characterized by a small CTE. More-
over, the cured TEOS sol layer, with a high glass transi-
tion temperature (Tg), more effectively minimized the
sheet resistance increase than did the MTMS sol, with
a low Tg of �100 °C (Figure 4A).

The nature of the stress, tensile or compressive, ex-
perienced by SWCNTs on polymer substrates was inves-
tigated by comparing the Raman G-band frequencies
of samples prepared on bare PET, hard-coated PET, and
glass. The Raman spectrum at an excitation energy of
1.96 eV comprised a convolution of several peaks due
to the presence of both semiconducting and metallic
SWCNTs. Semiconducting tubes (s-SWCNT) show both
G	 and G� peaks with Lorentzian shapes. Metallic
tubes (m-SWCNT) exhibit broad Breit�Wigner�Fano
(BWF) line shapes for G�, whereas G	 peaks exhibit
Lorentzian shapes.45 It has been shown that s-SWCNTs
exhibit four peaks in this region, at 1607, 1592, 1569,
and 1553 cm�1, whereas the spectrum for m-SWCNTs
can be fit to a single Lorentzian curve at �1580 cm�1

and a BWF feature in the region �1530�1560 cm�1.
Figure 6 shows Raman G-band spectra at the excita-

tion energy of 1.96 eV for SWCNT films fabricated on

several substrates after heating at 130 °C, followed by

cooling. In our study, a strong PET peak overlapped

with the G	 band and was unchanged by thermal sta-

bility tests. However, the G-band frequencies for SWCNT

films on bare PET increased by 1�2 cm�1 after heating

at 130 °C then cooling, even if heating lasted only 10

min, whereas the G-band frequencies for SWCNT films

on hard-coated PET and glass substrates were un-

changed. These results indicated that the CTE mis-

match between SWCNT films and substrates produced

compressive stresses on the SWCNTs.46�48 Armchair

tubes can only contribute to the metallic Raman spec-

tra; thus, the peaks at 1582.3 cm�1 (metallic G	) were

probably dominated by higher symmetry armchair

tubes, which improved identification of the strain-

induced shifts in the G-band. Moreover, as shown in Fig-

ure 6, the G-bands with tangential optical (TO) modes

corresponding to atomic displacements along the cir-

cumferential direction were more sensitive to stress

than G	 bands with longitudinal optical (LO) modes

corresponding to atomic displacements along the tube

axis, implying that compressive stresses dominated

the circumference of the tube due to the uniaxial nano-

tube structure and the random network structure of

the film. The observed upshift in G	 corresponds to a

compressive strain of �0.1% (assuming the zero-strain

G	 to be 1582.3 cm�1).

As shown in Figure 5C,D, the SWCNT network

formed a simplified layered structure under the spray-

ing application. The black layer directly interacted with

Figure 5. (A and B) Substrate effects on the sheet resistance
changes of SWCNT films having different transmittance val-
ues, after heating at 130 °C, as a function of the thermal treat-
ment time. Panels C and D show schematic diagram of expan-
sion behavior of SWCNT layers deposited on PET and hard-
coated PET after heating.
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the substrate via van der Waals forces, which were influ-
enced by the surface or bulk properties of the sub-
strate. However, the top layer was relatively unaffected
by the substrate, implying that the substrate-induced
strain depended on the film thickness. The reduction in
sheet resistance changes for SWCNT films with 85%
transmittance, relative to sheet resistance change in
films with 90% transmittance, as shown in Figure 5B,
may have resulted from the more effective application
of compressive strain to thinner SWCNT films. This inter-
pretation was supported by the observation that no Ra-
man band shifts were observed for SWCNT films with
70% transmittance, implying that most SWCNTs were
unaffected by the compressive strain induced by the
CTE mismatch between SWCNTs and PET.

CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated that the surface tension in

top coating materials used to passivate bare SWCNT
films is crucial for modulating the electrical conductiv-
ity of the films. We coated bare SWCNT films with silane
sols with different surface tensions, specifically TEOS

and MTMS sols. Significantly, top coatings with the

TEOS sol, which displayed a high surface tension, unex-

pectedly reduced the sheet resistance of the film de-

spite the insulating characteristics of SiO2 due to the

nonwetting properties of the TEOS sol on hydrophobic

nanotube surfaces. In contrast, the MTMS sol increased

the sheet resistance. These different sheet resistance ef-

fects were reduced by increasing the surface tension

of the SWCNT film via gold ion doping. Furthermore, it

was demonstrated that the thermal stability of such

films on plastic substrates depended on the difference

in CTE values of the substrate and SWCNT film. Sub-

strates with small CTEs, such as hard-coated PET and

glass, were good substrates for thermally reliable trans-

parent conducting SWCNT films. Analysis of the G-band

Raman spectra demonstrated that the CTE mismatch in-

duced compressive strain in the SWNTs after heating

followed by cooling. This study characterized previously

uninvestigated parameters that contribute to high con-

ductivity and thermal stability in SWCNT-based TCFs

on flexible substrates for practical applications.

METHODS
SWCNTs produced by the arc-discharge method and puri-

fied by thermal treatment (purchased from Hanwha Nanotech,
Inc., AST) were used in this study. SWCNTs were dispersed by
bath sonication for 30 min and horn sonication for 1 h in a 1 wt
% NaDDBS solution to a concentration of 1 g/L, followed by two
rounds of centrifugation at 10 000 rpm for 60 min. The superna-
tant solution was deposited onto selected substrates using an
automatic spray coater (NCS-400) with a 1.2 mm nozzle diam-
eter. The surfactant was removed by dipping in deionized wa-
ter twice for 10 min each, followed by air drying at 70 °C for 10
min. The substrates used in this study were bare polyethylene
terephthalate (PET), hard-coated PET, and glass modified with
PTMS for effective adhesion of the SWCNTs. The doping and sur-
face energy modifications of the SWCNT films were achieved by
spraying a 0.2 wt % gold(III) chloride solution in ethanol. TEOS
and MTMS were purchased from Aldrich and used as precursors
for the top coating materials. The silane sols were prepared as
follows. Typically, a TEOS sol was prepared by mixing 5 g of TEOS,
2 g of water, 50 mL of ethanol, and 100 �L of 12.1 M HCl, and a
continuous sol�gel reaction of it at 60 °C. Water was removed
from the prepared sol and the solvent was exchanged with dim-

ethylformamide in a rotary evaporator under vacuum. Other si-
lane sols were prepared by the same method.

Images of the resulting films were obtained by scanning elec-
tron microscopy (SEM, HITACHI S4800). Sheet resistance meas-
urements were collected using a four probe tester (Loresta, MCP-
T610). The transmittance of each film was measured using a
Varian Cary winRV spectrometer. The Raman spectra were meas-
ured to characterize the electronic structure of the film at room
temperature using a high-resolution Raman spectrometer (La-
bRAM HR800 UV) with an excitation wavelengths � of 633 nm.
The Raman spectra were obtained by averaging spectra col-
lected from five points on each sample to minimize errors in
the data.
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